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KAREN DALTON:

From the director of CHRIST STOPPED AT EBOLI

FRANCESCO ROSI’S

IN MY OWN TIME

DIRECTED BY
ROBERT YAPKOWITZ AND RICHARD PEETE
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER: WIM WENDERS

Folk singer Karen Dalton (1937–1993):
her raw, sublime talent, singular, sultry
voice and hauntingly soulful performances
were “elemental and wrenchingly true, as
unadorned as the plains of Dalton’s native
Oklahoma” — The Hollywood Reporter. Her
music captivated the likes of Bob Dylan (“She
had a voice like Billie Holiday’s and played
guitar like Jimmy Reed”), Nick Cave, and Tim
Hardin. Interweaving excerpts from her poetry
and journals with moving interviews and rare
archival performance clips, the filmmakers
convey how Dalton’s fidelity to her music was
as abiding as her aversion to commercialism
or promotion. IN MY OWN TIME ensures
the preservation of her musical legacy:
“It introduces a one-of-a-kind artist to the
uninitiated and celebrates her for aficionados.
Above all it listens — and invites us to do the
same.” —The Hollywood Reporter
85 MINS. USA GREENWICH ENTERTAINMENT
With support from the Roy Lichtenstein Foundation Fund

LIMITED
RUN

OCT 2021

ILLUSTRIOUS CORPSES
NEW 4K RESTORATION

(1976) Amid strikes and demonstrations, after an eerie tour of Palermo’s
catacombs, with its 8,000 skeletons and mummified bodies, a judge is shot dead in broad daylight. But inspector Lino Ventura is
on the case, and as judges keep dropping, he sees a pattern. Could this be a railroaded man’s vengeance? And after demotion and
his own wiretapping, Ventura confronts the startling philosophy of Supreme Court judge Max von Sydow. “What impresses most are
scenes displaying Rosi’s bravura: an obsessive judge shot in his tomb-like mansion; a party calculatedly shocking in its lavishness…
The photography serves perfectly the growing sense of unease, and Ventura is as quietly excellent as ever.” — Time Out
2 HOURS ITALY PARK CIRCUS
Restored by the Cineteca di Bologna at L’immagine Ritrovata laboratory and the Film Foundation,with funding provided by the George Lucas Family Foundation

OPENS OCTOBER 13

THE VELVET UNDERGROUND

LIMITED
RUN

DIRECTED BY TODD HAYNES

“The first Velvet Underground album only sold 10,000 copies, but everyone
who bought it formed a band.” — Brian Eno. The quintessential 1960s New
York art-rock group, The Velvet Underground — Lou Reed, John Cale, Sterling
Morrison, and Maureen Tucker — oozed cool, from their expressionless
stage presence to their trancelike music and lyrics evoking sex, drugs, kink, and all things transgressive. With songs like “I’m
Waiting for the Man,” “Venus in Furs,” and “Sister Ray,” they were a gritty riposte to hippiedom and an influence on rock for
decades to come. Todd Haynes (who previously explored the many guises of Bob Dylan in I’M NOT THERE and glam rock
in VELVET GOLDMINE) traces their origins, assembling a mind-boggling collage of underground movies (Stan Brakhage,
Kenneth Anger, Tony Conrad) and Lower East Side performance art. Andy Warhol, the band’s Svengali, discovered Nico,
the blond chanteuse whose deadpan beauty added to their mystique. “Fabulously entertaining.” — The Hollywood Reporter
2 HOURS USA APPLE ORIGINAL FILMS

With support from the Roy Lichtenstein Foundation Fund

OPENS OCTOBER 15

WHEEL OF FORTUNE AND FANTASY

LIMITED
RUN

DIRECTED BY RYÛSUKE HAMAGUCHI

OCTOBER 22 – 28
ALFRED HITCHCOCK’s

NORTH BY
NORTHWEST
4K RESTORATION

(1959) “Crop dustin’ where there ain’t no crops,”
the Mount Rushmore duel, the train going into the
tunnel. Classic Hitchcock set-pieces just keep coming
as Cary Grant’s Roger O. Thornhill (initials ROT) finds
a simple case of mistaken identity snowballing into
a breakneck chase across the country, menaced by
James Mason and his goon squad, and aided, teased,
and thwarted by Eva Marie Saint’s double (or triple?)
agent. “Hitchcock’s sleek, wry, paranoid thriller caught
the 50s zeitgeist perfectly: Cold War shadiness,
secret agents of power, urbane modernism, the antlike bustle of city life, and a hint of dread behind the
sharp suits of affluence.” — Time Out
136 MINS. WARNER BROS.
With support from the Robert Jolin Osborne Endowed
Fund for American Classic Cinema

In this evocative triptych — three taut stories set in Tokyo about the mysteries and depths of
women’s desires — coincidence seems as natural as the passing of time, and both are depicted
in equal measure as whimsical and sharp: A fashion model discovers her friend is dating the ex
who may have been her true love; a college student attempts to avenge humiliation by enlisting
his lover to lure his sadistic professor into a “Me Too” situation; two middle-aged women make a poignant, enigmatic connection.
Filmmaker Ryûsuke Hamaguchi homes in on deceptively simple moments, finely sketched to reveal the strangeness of true
intimacy — unexpected, palpable, fleeting. “Seen individually, these moments feel like strange quirks of the universe, but the
way they ripple across Hamaguchi’s three stories suggests nothing less than the fullness of life pushing through.” — IndieWire
2 HOURS JAPAN FILM MOVEMENT

LIMITED
RUN

We are also premiering Hamaguchi’s DRIVE MY CAR on Nov 24.

OPENS OCTOBER 29

SPEER GOES TO
HOLLYWOOD
DIRECTED BY VANESSA LAPA

Albert Speer (1905-1981) was
Minister of Armaments and War
Production in Nazi Germany,
but was better known simply as
“Hitler’s architect.” One of two
dozen major war criminals who
sat in the docket at the Nuremberg
Trials, he was convicted of “crimes against humanity” for using
slave labor and narrowly avoided execution; Speer spent 20
years in Spandau prison where he smuggled out writings that
became Inside the Third Reich, a phenomenal worldwide
bestseller. Well-educated, handsome, charismatic, and
unfailingly narcissistic, he remarked to an international scrum
of reporters, upon leaving prison: “You can see after 20 years,
I’m still good-looking.” Vanessa Lapa (whose documentary on
Himmler, THE DECENT ONE, we opened in 2014) picks up the
story in 1971 as British screenwriter Andrew Birkin records 40
hours of audio tapes, detailing Speer’s delusional retelling of
his life, with the aim of selling the story to Paramount Pictures.
SPEER GOES TO HOLLYWOOD is a case study in monstrous
denial, an example of how intelligence and self-awareness
need have nothing in common.
97 MINS. ISRAEL
With support from the Joan S. Constantiner Fund for Jewish and Holocaust Films

OCTOBER 29 – NOVEMBER 11
MOHAMMAD REZA ASLANI’S

CHESS OF THE WIND
NEW 4K RESTORATION

(1976) In an ornate, candlelit
mansion in 1920s Tehran, the heirs
to a family fortune vie for control of
their matriarch’s estate — erupting
in a ferocious final act. Screened
publicly just once before it was
banned, then lost for decades. “The
opulent, claustrophobic interiors are
reminiscent of Persian miniatures…
The influence of European cinematic
masters like Pasolini, Visconti and
Bresson is also apparent. The sound
design also stands out: wolves howl
and dogs bay as they circle the
house, ratcheting up the sense of
menace; crows caw, jangling the nerves; heavy breathing makes the
characters’ isolation in this haunted house increasingly oppressive. The
soundtrack — an early work by trailblazing female composer Sheyda
Gharachedaghi — takes inspiration from traditional Iranian music, and
sounds like demented jazz.”— The Guardian
93 MINS. IRAN JANUS FILMS
Restored in 4K in 2020 by The Film Foundation’s World Cinema Project
and Fondazione Cineteca di Bologna from the original 35mm camera and
sound negatives at L’Image Retrouvée laboratory (Paris) in collaboration
with Mohammad Reza Aslani and Gita Aslani Shahrestani.

